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The Joker is aided in his Halloween quest to render modern technology useless and take over
Gotham City by Solomon Grundy, Silver Banshee, Clayface and Scarecrow. The Batman & Robin of
2015 but instead of dumb and awful it's dumb and funny the story goes as this the Joker is aided in
his Halloween quest to render modern technology useless and take over Gotham City by Solomon
Grundy, Silver Banshee, Clayface and Scarecrow. The movie is well paced, the animation is nice and
there's full of action i think the best scene from the movie is when Nightwing confronts Scarecrow
and he sees his younger self in the mirrors that was a great scene. Now the dumb parts Batman
rides a Dinosaur in a virtual reality sequence he also turns every Joker he faces into Batman in other
new they copy The Matrix. Also there's this dumb kid that goes to Batman and says it's Selfie time
then again in the end the kid comes back and takes a selfie with the villains in other news 'Worst
Parents Ever'. This is an 1 hour and 20 minutes Toy Commercial that is half Transformers and half
Batman that is actually funny if you like Batman or this kind of dumb fun you are going to enjoy
Monster Mayhem if not and you think this is going to rape your childhood stay away. 'Batman
Unlimited: Monster Mayhem' is a yet another impressive addition to Batman's legendary collection.
This one's an entertaining & well-paced action extravaganza!

'Batman Unlimited: Monster Mayhem' Synopsis: The Joker is aided in his Halloween quest to render
modern technology useless and take over Gotham City by Solomon Grundy, Silver Banshee, Clayface
and Scarecrow.

Batman & The Joker's rivalry continues with 'Batman Unlimited: Monster Mayhem'. Although, there is
nothing new in this tale, its a regular good versus bad story. I'm not saying it doesn't work, but there
is no newness as for as the narrative goes.

Heath Corson's Screenplay offers much scope for some kicks action & also some twisted subplots.
Butch Lukic's Direction is good. Graphics are awesome. Kevin Riepl's Score is super.

Vocal-Performances are note-worthy! Roger Craig Smith as Batman, is husky & tough enough. Troy
Baker does justice in his portrayal of The Joker. Khary Payton as Cyborg, gets some terrific moments
to perform & he does well. Chris Diamantopoulos as Green Arrow, Will Friedle as Nightwing & Yuri
Lowenthal as Red Robin, are excellent. Fred Tatasciore as Solomon Grundy, is first-rate.

On the whole, 'Batman Unlimited: Monster Mayhem' works! a5c7b9f00b 
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